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Abstract. Research data publishing is today widely regarded as crucial for repro-
ducibility, proper assessment of scientific results, and as a way for researchers to 
get proper credit for sharing their data. However, several challenges need to be 
solved to fully realize its potential, one of them being the development of a global 
standard for links between research data and literature. Current linking solutions 
are mostly based on bilateral, ad-hoc agreements between publishers and data 
centers. These operate in silos so that content cannot be readily combined to de-
liver a network graph connecting research data and literature in a comprehensive 
and reliable way. The RDA Publishing Data Services Working Group (PDS-WG) 
aims to address this issue of fragmentation by bringing together different stake-
holders to agree on a common infrastructure for sharing links between datasets 
and literature. This paper presents the synergic effort of the PDS-WG and the 
OpenAIRE infrastructure to achieve these objectives by realizing and operating 
the Data-Literature Interlinking Service. The Service populates and provides ac-
cess to a graph of dataset-literature links (at the time of writing close to five mil-
lions, and growing) collected from a variety of major data centers, publishers, 
and research organizations. To achieve its objectives the Service proposes an in-
teroperable exchange data model and format, based on which it collects and pub-
lishes links, thereby offering the opportunity to validate such common approach 
on real-case scenarios, with real providers and consumers. Feedback of these ac-
tors will drive continuous refinement of the both data model and exchange for-
mat, supporting the further development of the Service to become an essential 



part of a universal, open, cross-platform, cross-discipline solution for collecting 
and sharing dataset-literature links. 

1 Introduction 

Driven by innovations in digital technology and off-the-shelf availability of cheap 
storage solutions, research data is becoming ever more prominent in the way that re-
search is performed and in the way that research findings are communicated. Research 
data holds a big promise, and improving the storing, sharing, and usage of data is seen 
by many as a powerful way to accelerate the pace of science, even fuel economic 
growth. As Neelie Kroes, then Vice-President of the European Commission responsible 
for the Digital Agenda put it: “Knowledge is the engine of our economy. And data is 
its fuel.” 

 
Challenges to realize the full potential of research data exist at different levels - from 
cultural aspects, such as proper rewards and incentives, to policy and funding, and to 
technology. The challenges are interconnected and impact a diversity of stakeholders 
in research data publishing - including researchers, research organizations, funding 
bodies, data centers, and publishers. It is essential that these stakeholders work together 
to address common issues and effectively push the envelope. ICSU World Data Sys-
tems (ICSU-WDS) and the Research Data Alliance (RDA) provide useful forums for 
these kind of collaborations, such as the Publishing Data Interest Group (IG). This IG 
addresses a range of issues in data publishing from a holistic and cross-stakeholder 
perspective, acting as the umbrella of Working Groups (WGs) that deal with data bib-
liometrics, data publication workflows, cost recovery, and services.  Among these 
WGs, the Publishing Data Services WG (PDS-WG) brings together different parties in 
the research data landscape (e.g., data centers and publishers) with the objective of cre-
ating “an open, freely accessible, web based service that enables its users to identify 
datasets that are associated with a given article, and vice versa” [1]. The vision is that 
of moving away from the large set of bilateral arrangements that characterizes the link-
ing eco-system today, towards establishing a common infrastructure recommending in-
teroperability formats and tools enabling seamless exchange of article-data links be-
tween scholarly communication parties. Such a transition would facilitate interopera-
bility between platforms and systems operated by the different parties, reduce systemic 
inefficiencies in the ecosystem, and ultimately enable new tools and functionalities to 
the benefit of researchers. 
 
This paper presents in detail the ideas and implementation activities carried out by PDS-
WG to realize a Data-Literature Interlinking Service (referred to as “the Service” in the 
following), as an extended and updated version of previous work described in [15]. In 
this process, the WG has joined forces with the OpenAIRE project1 and infrastructure 
[10] in order to design, develop and deploy an operative and sustainable prototype of 
the Service. The Service has been conceived in such a way that its common data model 

                                                        
1 OpenAIRE, http://www.openaire.eu 



and exchange format can be refined over time to become community-driven standards, 
balancing between the information that can be shared across data providers and the 
information that is needed by consumers of the Service. 
 
As a logical continuation of the development of the DLI Service, PDS-WG has joined 
forces with the THOR project, CrossRef, DataCite, and others to formulate the 
“Scholix” (short for Scholarly Link Exchange) guidelines, which are meant to drive the 
creation of an interoperability framework to exchange links between research data and 
the literature at a global scale.  
 
Outline: Section 2 will advocate the need for data and literature links and present the 
driving motivation and methodology inspiring the realization of the Service in order to 
achieve the goals of the PDS-WG; Section 3 will present the general architecture of the 
Service, in terms of its functional requirements and data model as evolved today; Sec-
tion 4 will present the current realization of the Service, some real-case consumers, and 
the next steps in the direction of improving service scalability and functional offerings. 

2   The need for sharing Data-Literature links 

The most immediate benefit in establishing links between articles and data is to increase 
visibility and discoverability, thus bringing data (and articles) more to the forefront and 
stimulating re-use. In addition, by providing links to the scholarly literature, data can 
be put in the right context that is often necessary to reproduce findings or re-use data 
properly (see also [5]). Researchers across disciplines strongly support the notion that 
there is value is creating links between data and the literature, as testified by results 
from the PARSE.Insight study2, which was carried out with the help of EU funding in 
2008—2010 : 85% respond “yes” to the question “Do you think it is useful to link 
underlying research data with formal literature” [5]. However, what is also clear is 
that in order to be fruitful, such linking needs to be done properly, by means of infra-
structural solutions, delivering agreed-on policies, formats, and tools [3]. For example, 
a recent study in the astronomical literature showed that more than 50% of links from 
articles to data using a hard-coded HTTP web address were broken after 15 years [6]; 
and similar results have been reported in [12].   
 
Many parties, in fact, are taking efforts to link up articles and data in a robust and future-
proof way: a number of data repositories keep track of articles that cite, or refer to, their 
data; several publishers have some form of data-linking program to connect the articles 
they publish with relevant data hosted externally (see e.g., [7]); providers of biblio-
graphic information are increasingly looking at data alongside the traditional article 
output; and organizations such as CrossRef, DataCite and OpenAIRE are developing 
systems to track or infer relationships between data and the literature (see also [8] for 
some examples of how data and literature publications are currently interlinked).    

                                                        
2 PARSE.Insight project, http://www.parse-insight.eu/ 



However, these initiatives typically live in isolation, and there is no common frame-
work for inter-linking datasets and published articles. As a consequence, although dif-
ferent parties have a “piece of the puzzle”, those pieces cannot be readily combined to 
exploit at best the potential of a rich and comprehensive network of published literature 
and data sets. The work of PDS-WG is seeking to tackle the comprehensiveness and 
interoperability challenges underlying this scenario by realizing an open and one-for-
all Data-Literature Interlinking Service. The Service will serve as a flexible sandbox 
where major scholarly communication stakeholders interested in sharing or consuming 
dataset-literature links will be able to do so while reporting their requirements, prefer-
ences, recommendations, obstacles to the PDS-WG.  Such an incremental approach 
(see Figure 1) will enable the refinement of exchange formats, data model, and aggre-
gation workflows implemented by the Service and, in the long run, to agree on common 
practices for sharing dataset-publication links.  

 
Figure 1 – Incremental cyclic methodology. 

The operation of the Service will bring the following benefits (adapted from [1]):  

1. For data repositories and journal publishers: it will make the process of linking 
data sets and research literature simpler and centralized, ensuring more visibility 
for data sources (and their “customers”) as well as publication platforms. 

2. For research institutes, bibliographic service providers, and funding bodies: it will 
enable the realization of advanced bibliographic services and productivity assess-
ment tools that track datasets and journal publications within a common frame-
work; 

3. For researchers: it will make the processes of sharing, discovering, and accessing 
relevant articles and data easier, more efficient, and more accurate, thereby increas-
ing scientific reward and enhancing its practices.  

 
Furthermore, the operation of the Service provides an ideal testing ground to explore 
concepts and gather feedback from contributors, users, and stakeholders in general. 
These insights and feedback are instrumental in defining a vision and roadmap for a 
sustainable and robust global interlinking infrastructure. 
 



As part of its final recommendations alongside the DLI Service, the PDS-WG put for-
ward a long-term vision for linking research data and the literature under the name of 
“Scholix” - a framework for Scholarly Link Exchange [13]. In essence, Scholix is a 
proposed interoperability framework that relies on the notion of ‘hubs’ as natural ag-
gregators for links between data and the literature. Such hubs would include CrossRef 
as a natural interface for journal publishers, DataCite for data centers, OpenAIRE for 
institutional repositories – as well as other, possibly more domain-specific, organiza-
tions that are well-placed to work with their communities to capture links between data 
and the literature. 
 
Rather than a normative standard, Scholix represents an evolving lightweight set of 
guidelines including a conceptual model, an information model, information standards 
and encoding guidelines, and options for exchange protocols. Together, these guide-
lines will drive greater interoperability between the hubs, creating an open information 
ecosystem that will enable dedicated services to meet specific use cases for link con-
sumers.  
 
The development of the DLI has been instrumental in defining the Scholix vision, and 
going forward it is expected that the DLI will develop into an essential component of 
the infrastructure, with a dual role: one the one hand as an aggregation hub, and on the 
other as a user-facing service that will continue to provide access to the ‘universe’ (i.e., 
the information space across all hubs) of links. 

2.1 Modus operandi 

Four key principles underpin the thinking and the work carried out in the PDS-WG. 
First, the challenge of developing an open, universal interlinking system is as much of 
a “soft” (social) problem as it is a “hard” (technical) problem. The WG has therefore 
invested a considerable amount of time and effort in building a broad base of support 
through communication and outreach activities. Today all of the groups that were iden-
tified as key stakeholders - including data centers, publishers, providers of bibliograph-
ical information, funding bodies, etc. - are supporting the initiative, be it through WG 
membership, contributing a corpus of article/data links, participating in the technical 
work, or a combination thereof. The initiative is open and inclusive3 and additional 
participation by other groups or individuals will be welcomed.  

 
Second, the WG is prioritizing its efforts towards building, a working prototype of the 
Service that can be used to demonstrate value to the intended users and stakeholder 
groups. This work is carried out in synergy with the OpenAIRE infrastructure, 
PANGAEA data archive, and ANDS data archive network. As with any demonstrator 
system, coverage and functional scope are initially limited but the ambition is to de-
velop a service that will be of direct value in real-world situations. The admittedly 

                                                        
3 A set of “guiding principles” that includes statements on the open character of the project can 

be accessed through the WG’s RDA website: https://www.rd-alliance.org/groups/rdawds-pub-
lishing-data-services-wg.html 



important set of questions around longer-term sustainability and governance of the Ser-
vice is deferred to a later stage of the WG’s lifetime. Specifically, a pragmatic, ground-
up approach was followed: aggregate as many corpora of literature-data links as possi-
ble, harmonizing them into a common data model, and making them available online 
through an openly accessible Service. That means that in the initial stage of operation 
the WG admits a considerable effort to ingest heterogeneous information from contrib-
utors. In the long run, the expectation is that the Service will help at establishing ex-
change standards that will reduce conversion costs and lead to a more scalable ap-
proach. To this aim the Service will enable a “test & learn” approach, by facilitating 
the extension of the common data model and schema over time.  
 
Third, the WG takes a generic, one-size-fits-all (as opposed to e.g., domain-specific) 
approach as much as possible to avoid fragmentation and preserve the value that lies in 
developing a comprehensive solution for all articles and all datasets. This approach 
necessarily means that the Service common data model is relatively discipline-agnostic, 
leaving domain-specific metadata a responsibility of the data repositories. This view 
also fed into the Scholix infrastructure, which is essentially domain-agnostic in its 
standards and infrastructure, yet leaves room for domain-specific information to flow 
into the system. 
 
Finally, the WG places significant emphasis on provenance, reliability, quality of data-
literature links and the associated metadata, considered of great importance for most 
key use cases (e.g., linking from online publishing or data platforms, bibliometrical 
analyses). This principle is reflected in the Service operation, which ensures that: (i) 
links are contributed by trusted sources, rather than inferred by the system, and (ii) the 
origin and completeness of links and metadata is tracked at a high level of detail and 
granularity. 

2.2 Related Work 

The ambition of enabling the realization or de-facto realizing a Data-Literature Inter-
linking Service is not unique. A number of related initiatives and organization active in 
this space aim at defining models, protocols, and services, with a focus specific to var-
ious research disciplines, kinds of dataset involved, and consumers. That list includes 
(but is not limited to) CrossRef4, DataCite5, OpenAIRE6, RMap7 [16], the National Data 
Service8, bioCADDIE9, the Open Science Framework10, THOR11, SILK framework12 

                                                        
4 CrossRef, http://www.crossref.org 
5 DataCite, http://www.datacite.org 
6 OpenAIRE, http://www.openaire.eu 
7 RMap, http://www.rmap-project.info 
8 National Data Service, http://www.nationaldataservice.org/ 
9 BioCADDIE, https://biocaddie.org/ 
10 https://osf.io/  
11 THOR EC project, http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/194927_en.html 
12 Silk Framework, http://silkframework.org/ 



and LIME for RDF Linked Open Data, and the RDA Data Description Registry In-
teroperability (DDRI)13 WG which has developed RD-Switchboard.org14.  
 
Of particular interest to the work presented here are the following efforts, the first three 
closely involved in discussions around the Scholix framework and guidelines. Their 
developments fit in naturally with the proposed long-term infrastructure, and will feed 
into further enhancements of Scholix high-level interoperability standards. 
 
CrossRef and DataCite Event Data.  Crossref and DataCite are collaboratively work-
ing on providing article/data links via the Event Data service. Event Data is partly 
shared infrastructure between the two organizations, and partly independent services 
by Crossref and DataCite, as Event Data is a generic service for links between DOIs 
and other resources, some of which fall outside the scope of Scholix. The Event Data 
service follows the Scholix specification for describing assertions, and makes the as-
sertions available to other Scholix Hub partners. Publishers and data centers submit 
article/data links via the DOI metadata they deposit with Crossref and DataCite, respec-
tively. Crossref and DataCite Event Data will become production services in 2017. 
While CrossRef and DataCite provide the mass of links available at publishers and data 
centres, the DLI Service acts as a binder and merger of this information. 
 
OpenAIRE infrastructure. OpenAIRE developed a robust infrastructure to perform 
large-scale analysis of scientific documents and aggregate relations to funder infor-
mation and datasets through harvesting from data sources and by text-mining a collec-
tion of around 5M OA publications. One of the objectives of the OpenAIRE2020 pro-
ject is to act as a broker of links between publications and datasets [17] by adhering to 
the Scholix recommendations. OpenAIRE aggregates and provides the links available 
at repositories and many other links inferred from article full-texts to DOIs. As such it 
offers to the DLI service publication-dataset links that potentially differ from DataCite 
and CrossRef, providing the missing slice of the cake. 
 
 
Research Data Switchboard.  One of the third party tools that resembles the DLI Ser-
vice and will in fact support the Scholix framework is the Research Data Switchboard, 
an open and collaborative software solution that addresses the problem of cross-plat-
form discovery of research data. The system connects datasets together across multiple 
registries on the basis of co-authorship or other collaboration models such as joint fund-
ing and grants. The best metaphor for it is the “SEE ALSO” section in online 
bookstores, where customers are invited to look at other products by the same author, 
related topics or similar publishers. The outcome of an RD-Switchboard is a database 
conforming to the Research Graph schema15 – an instance of such database has been 
created by the participants in the Research Data Alliance Data Description Registry 

                                                        
13 DDRI, https://www.rd-alliance.org/group/data-description-registry-interoperability.html 
14 See http://www.rd-switchboard.org/ 
15 RD-Switchboard Research Graph, http://researchgraph.org/schema/ 



Interoperability (DDRI) Working Group.16 The resulting graph can then be queried and 
visualized via advanced graphical interfaces, whose implementation is based on the 
Force Directed Graph Drawing Algorithm [9], see Figure 2. At the time of writing this 
article, the RD-Switchboard source code has been adopted by the following institutions: 
NCI – National Computational Infrastructure, Australia, ANDS – Australian National 
Data Service, University of Sydney, Australia and National Institute of Informatics, 
Japan. The NCI adoption is the most advanced at this point. NCI uses the RD-
Switchboard graph database to identify missing connections, improves metadata con-
tent, and discover new links between datasets, organizations and researchers. 
By focusing on collection and inference of publication-dataset links relative to specific 
institutions (e.g., to their authors) or groups of institutions, RD-Switchboard has been 
realized as a goal-driven solution. Different instances of the system may therefore be-
come precious provider data sources for the DLI service, by identifying links unavail-
able to publishers and data centres. 
 

 
Figure 2 – Screenshot of the RD-Switchboard graph visualization using Neo4j Browser 

 
Linked Open Data solutions. With specific focus on Linked Open Data, two known 
solutions to linking are the SILK framework (The Linked Data Integration Framework) 
and LIMES (LInk discovery framework for MEtric Spaces). Although these approaches 
tackle issues that may recall technical challenges underlying the DLI Service realiza-
tion, their main focus is at a higher level of data abstraction, i.e., generic LOD collec-
tions (generic links), and at a higher level of integration, i.e., interlinking and identify-
ing similarities between LOD data sources. The DLI service acts as an aggregator of 
publication-dataset and dataset-dataset links, collected from non-LOD data sources 
(publishers, repositories, and data centres), and its main goal is to act as a provider for 
the resulting graph, which today cannot be accessed from a single entry point.  

                                                        
16 Data Description Registry Interoperability (DDRI) Working Group, http://rd-alli-

ance.org/groups/data-description-registry-interoperability.html 



3   The Data-Literature Interlinking Service architecture 

The Data Literature Interlinking (DLI) service (“the Service”) aims to populate and 
provide access to the DLI information space, a graph of relationships between dataset 
and literature objects, and between dataset and dataset objects. Objects and relation-
ships are provided by data sources managed by publishers (e.g., Elsevier, Thomson 
Reuters), data centers (e.g., PANGAEA, CCDC), or other organizations providing ser-
vices to store and manage links between datasets and publications (e.g., DataCite, 
OpenAIRE). The Service aggregates content harvested from the data sources and offers 
programmatic access (APIs) to the resulting information space. Such APIs offer full-
text search by field or free keywords and bulk access to the collection (e.g., OAI-PMH 
protocol). They enable the construction of services on top of the Service – for example 
the DLI Service end-user search and statistics portal –  and serve content to third-party 
community services – for example the RD-Switchboard Service developed by ANDS.   

 
The Service is intended as a flexible playground where data curator users can monitor 
the aggregation outputs, collect feedback from data providers and service consumers, 
and refine ingestion workflows, common data model and exchange format accordingly. 
The expectation is that by means of such incremental and agile methodology, and in-
volving pro-active consumers of the Service, this activity will converge to an ideal data 
model and exchange metadata format for description and exchange of links between 
datasets and publications. The following sections present the functional requirements 
of the Service and the initial DLI information space data model. 

3.1 Functional requirements 

This section discusses the general functional requirement identified by a study of the 
problem, based on several potential or candidate use-cases and on the experience of the 
OpenAIRE infrastructure, operating similar aggregation services for scholarly commu-
nication. In particular, the Service will support four categories of users, at different 
levels of abstraction: 
• Data source managers, users operating data sources and therefore serving content 

to the Service. Examples of data sources are: scientific publishers, data centers, 
repositories, or aggregators of these. As such a data source may be a publisher of 
information (i.e., the keeper of the original digital data source) or the provider of 
information (e.g., an aggregator like DataCite). Their intent is to serve their user 
community at delivering scientific output to the world while gaining visibility at 
the same time; 

• Data curators of the Service, users operating the Service, hence in the need of user-
friendly tools to configure, orchestrate, and monitor data source aggregation activ-
ities in order to guarantee an expected QoS;  

• Third-party service developers, users willing to (bulk) collect the DLI information 
space to process and offer it to their users or to extend their services by interactively 
searching the information space. 

 



In order to serve such users, the Service needs to provide the following functional areas, 
as depicted in Figure 3: aggregation of content, population of graph, and supporting 
access to the graph.  
 

 
Figure 3 – High-Level Functional Architecture 

 
The Aggregation functionality should be considered as independent from Graph Popu-
lation and Access to the graph, which instead are typically sequential: the aggregation 
process is continuous and involves metadata collection and harmonization from an ar-
bitrary number of data sources; graph population takes place at given time intervals, to 
be decided by Data Curators, generates a graph that is a snapshot of the harmonized 
metadata currently available, and indexes the graph in different back-ends in order to 
support a variety of access modalities. Due to the process of graph resolution and de-
duplication, graph population can hardly be performed incrementally [21].  
 
Aggregating content from data sources. Data sources are intended as providers inter-
ested in feeding object-to-object relationships to the Service. Data sources publish 
and/or deliver so-called metadata packages (records) that encode the description of 
how a source object is interlinked via relationships to a set of target objects. Examples 
are XML files (e.g., DataCite records), JSON files, Excel, CSV, etc. Typically, objects 
are uniquely identified by a persistent identifier (PID) together with a namespace (e.g., 
DOI, PMCID, URL) enabling its interpretation. The namespace can be implicit or ex-
plicit in the metadata, i.e., when the data source handles objects across several 
namespaces.  Data sources are classified in two main classes: data publishers and data 



providers. A data source is a publisher when it is in charge of storing, curating, and 
making accessible the original digital objects, i.e., metadata and files. A data source is 
a provider if it exposes the metadata of digital objects, for use of the Service. For ex-
ample, DataCite is a data provider for the Service, since it delivers metadata about ob-
jects kept on a list of data publishers, while PANGAEA is both a data publisher and a 
data provider. 
 
Data sources can contribute metadata packages to the Service, hence interact with it, 
according to four modalities: 
• Bulk Pull, i.e., the Service harvests a collection of metadata packages from the data 

source, which offers standard APIs for this;  
• Bulk Push, i.e., the data source transfers a collection of metadata packages to the 

Service, which offers standard APIs for this; 
• Synchronous Push, i.e., the data source of type publishers sends a metadata pack-

age to the Service whenever a new package is deposited at the data source; it is a 
requirement for the data source to make the package visible through the Service 
APIs in almost-real time; the Service offers APIs enabling this interaction and im-
mediately publishes objects and relationships in the metadata package to third party 
services; as a consequence, objects in the metadata package are subject to resolu-
tion, but bypass de-duplication, which cannot be incrementally applied;  

• PID Resolution, i.e., the information space includes an object PID without 
metadata fields (for example the target object of a metadata package); the Service 
identifies a “resolver” data source (e.g., DataCite, CrossRef, PDB) where the full 
metadata package can be found, and sends it a request for resolving the PID.  

 
In an optimal world, data sources should deliver metadata packages that conform to 
DLI exchange format and data model recommended by the Terms of Agreement of the 
Service. Format and model would be entitled to become a standard or best practice for 
sharing dataset-literature links. In the initial stage of operation, however, the Service 
cannot expect data sources to conform to such format. It must therefore provide 
“metadata harmonization” mechanisms able to map metadata packages, whatever na-
tive data model and exchange format they conform to, onto the DLI exchange format. 
Identifying the DLI data model and exchange format is a core activity in the design of 
the Service, whose technology should in turn be able to dynamically adapt to their evo-
lution over time. 
 
The Service should keep fine-grain provenance information, in order to describe for 
each object and relationships of the graph their exact origin and status. Provenance 
gives visibility to all data sources directly (e.g., registered to the Service and providing 
metadata) or indirectly (e.g., providing content to data sources registered to the service) 
contributing to the construction of the Service information graph. Moreover, it facili-
tates the identification of issues in the graph and the prompt identification of errors and 
relative reporting to the original keeper of the information. Provenance should therefore 
include information about: data provider and data publisher of objects and relationships, 
date of collection, modality of collection (e.g., bulk pull, bulk push, synchronous push, 
PID resolution), and completeness of the metadata (e.g., only PID, full metadata). 
 



Population of the information space graph. The aggregation process will continu-
ously operate over time, maintaining for each data source the corresponding collection 
of harmonized metadata packages conforming to the DLI format. Independently from 
this process, the information space graph population process consists in collecting the 
DLI records relative to all data sources and building a graph out of the links they con-
tain. To this aim, the Service requires tools for converting, i.e., “un-packaging”, DLI 
records onto the objects and relationships of an aggregated graph. For example, Figure 
4 illustrates the sub-graph resulting from the un-packaging of a DataCite metadata rec-
ord relative to the dataset d1 collected from the data source R; the record d1 contains 
links to another version of the dataset d2 and to the supplemented publication p. Objects 
of the graph must then be de-duplicated and resolved, in order to disambiguate the 
graph and complete its missing information. 

 
Figure 4 – The graph resulting from "un-packaging" a DataCite metadata record 

 
De-duplication. Different data sources may provide metadata information about the 
same objects and relationships. This duplication of information generates an ambiguous 
information space, which may lead to ambiguous search results and statistics. In par-
ticular, objects of the same typology (publications or datasets) in the DLI information 
space may be considered duplicates under two special conditions: 
• Identity equivalence: Objects with the same PID (and namespace) collected from 

different sources; for example metadata packages relative to the same publications 
(lined to datasets) collected from a publisher and a data center; 

• Property equivalence: Objects with different PID and/or namespace but bearing 
the same values for relevant properties; for example metadata packages relative to 
the same publication, one collected from EuropePMC (PMCID) and one from a 
publisher (DOI), or a publication pre-print from ArXiv and its corresponding pub-
lished version on the publisher site. Equivalence by property matching can be as-
sessed by exploiting the information in the original metadata; e.g., using string 
matching distances apt to the case, defining acceptance thresholds, and weighing 
the values of properties such as title, author names, and published year. Moreover, 
de-duplication must be flanked by human negative or positive feedback in order to 
improve the results and avoid mistake repetition. 

 
The service requires de-duplication tools, capable of identifying groups of duplicates 
by matching their properties and merging them into one “representative” object.  An 



example is shown in Figure 5: two objects d1 and d2, respectively collected from data 
sources R1 and R2, are associated to publications p1 and p2; the Service matches the 
pair and identifies they are equivalent, hence generates a representative object d which 
inherits provenance relationships to R1 and R2 and relationships to publications p1 and 
p2. The new object will guarantee visibility to all contributing data sources and also 
group/centralize relationships to other objects. Similarly, d will keep all the pairs PID-
namespace of the objects it merges in order to provide the broadest range of accessibil-
ity for the object. 

 
Figure 5 - Deduplication by merge 

 
Resolution. The aggregation process may bring into the graph objects without relative 
metadata fields. For example, the un-packaging of the DataCite record describing d1 in 
Figure 4 brings into the graph two objects d2 and p whose only metadata field is the 
DOI (or other persistent identifier) currently available in the record.  In order to com-
plete such objects with more informative metadata fields, the Service must resolve the 
PIDs, i.e., refer to a third-party resolver service capable of providing and returning the 
relative records. In order to provide a flexible functionality, the Service should support 
a “resolution framework” made of: 
• A list of “resolver” data sources: a resolver data source provides APIs capable of 

resolving PIDs for given namespaces and return the relative DLI record; e.g., for 
example the DataCite Resolver data source is capable of resolving PIDs such as 
10.1000/xyz123 with namespace “doi” and return the relative DLI record; 

• A unique entry point to all resolvers, whose API accepts a PID and a namespace 
and returns the DLI record corresponding to the PID, by trying all resolver data 
sources compatible with the given namespace. 



 
Access to the information space graph. The Service should offer access to the infor-
mation space graph by means of several possible strategies, in order to satisfy the needs 
of different consuming services. Initially, four use-cases have been regarded: 
• Search and browse access to the graph: the Service should provide APIs to enable 

third-party services Google-like searches over all objects and browsing of the 
graph (i.e., navigating from one object to its linked neighbors); 

• End-user access to search and browse functionalities: the Service should include 
a portal enabling users to exploit at best the search and browse functionality above; 

• Bulk access to the graph: the Service should provide APIs to enable third-party 
services to  bulk access objects in the graph using protocols such as OAI-PMH or 
similar; 

• Resolution of PIDs: the Service should provide APIs to enable third-party services 
to run concurrent and high-frequency queries over the graph in order to resolve 
PIDs, i.e., given a PID the search returns the set of relationships originating from 
such object available in the index. 

• Data source resolution: the Service should provide APIs to enable third-party ser-
vices to “resolve the links” of very large sets of PIDs, relative to the objects of a 
data source, i.e., given a set of PIDs the Service returns in bulk the set of relation-
ships originating from each PID in the set; this functionality is demanded by data 
sources willing do enrich their objects with relationships to other datasets or pub-
lications available at the Service; 

• LOD exports: providing a Linked Open Data SPARQL end point and dump, ena-
bling third-party services to search and navigate the graph or download it to inte-
grate it with the Open Data cloud. 

3.2 Data model  

The conceptual data model of the DLI information space is depicted in Figure 6. The 
model (as well as the corresponding exchange format defined in the following section) 
is intended as an initial starting point, but is bound to be refined, as new requirements 
from service stakeholders and consumers will surface. Objects can be of three types, 
publications (intended as scientific literature), datasets, and unknown. Objects are of 
type unknown when it is not possible to understand if they are publications or a datasets. 
The data model currently includes title, authors, and publication date of the objects, 
but this choice may be revised in the future, to meet feedback and evolving require-
ments from Service users. Relationships between them are directed and bidirectional; 
e.g., if an object A has a relationship isCitedBy to an object B then also the inverse 
relationship cites will be found in the information space. Relationships bear semantics 
(field Relation_semantics), expressed by a label that belongs to a given ontology (Re-
lation_Semantics_Scheme field), e.g., DataCite vocabulary.  

To model the graph resulting from deduplication, publications and datasets have 
corresponding subclasses representative publications and representative datasets. A 
representative publication (dataset) is a publication (dataset) obtained by merging a 
number of publications (datasets) to which is related by a mergedBy relationship. In 
particular, the publications (datasets) merged by a representative publication (dataset) 



are virtually “deleted” (status field), as well as their outgoing and incoming relation-
ships, to enable a view of the disambiguated graph, made of “active” objects and rela-
tionships.  

The data model includes the possibility of having objects whose provenance is that 
of data sources willing to benefit from “data source resolution” functionality. Such ob-
jects have status “intersect”. Their peculiarity is that they should not be visible to con-
sumers of the graph, since they do not belong to a provider data source, but should still 
be de-duplicated and merged with other objects, i.e., associated as a mergedBy object 
of representative objects. As described below, data sources “to be resolved” will have 
access to the representative objects that merge (i.e., include) their objects, hence indi-
rectly to all possible relationships inherited by other equivalent objects aggregated by 
the Service.  

Objects and relationships are into the system because either (i) they have been 
pulled as collections from provider data sources, (ii) pushed as collections by provider 
data sources, (iii) pushed individually by provider data sources, or (iv) obtained by re-
solving a PID using a resolver service. In order to keep track of their provenance, items 
are equipped with provenance information that consists of: 
• A reference to the originating data source; 
• The time of ingestion of the item into the system; 
• The modality of bringing the item into the system: “pull”, “push”, “synchronous”, 

“resolved”). 
• The completions status, described by a field completion_status in provenance, 

which tracks down whether the data source has contributed full object metadata 
description or only a PID-namespace. This way the Service can identify which ob-
jects are “incomplete” and should be subject to subsequent resolution attempts. 

When the same items are provided by different data sources (duplicates) and are merged 
together into one representative item to disambiguate the information space, then the 
resulting “representative” item keeps provenance information about all the items it 
merges. 

 



 
Figure 6 – Conceptual Data Model 

4   The Data-Literature Interlinking Service implementation 

The first implementation of the Service is powered by the D-NET Software Toolkit 
([2],[18]). D-NET is today the platform underlying the production systems of several 
aggregation infrastructures (e.g., OpenAIRE, EFG/EFG191417, HOPE18, EAGLE19) 
and repository federations (e.g., CEON Poland20, MINCYT Argentina21, FECYT 
Spain22). The software is devised to enable the construction and monitoring of aggre-
gative data infrastructures, by combining and orchestrating a set of highly configurable 
D-NET data aggregation services (and/or third-party web services) into autonomic 
workflows. D-NET services offer high-level data processing actions by embedding 
(hiding) the power and complexity of standard and cutting edge data storage and pro-
cessing technologies. For example, “metadata data storage” functionality is possible via 
relational databases (Postgres), XML databases (Exist), column stores (MongoDB, 
HBASE); “data processing” is available via general purpose services, such as XSLT 
engines, Groovy Engines, Hadoop MapReduce, which are configurable to match dif-
ferent data models and embed customizable algorithms for metadata transformation, 

                                                        
17 European Film Gateway, http://www.europeanfilmgateway.eu/ 
18 Heritage of People’s Europe, http://www.peoplesheritage.eu/ 
19 Europeana Eagle Project, http://www.eagle-network.eu/ 
20 CEON, http://ceon.pl/ 
21 Sistema Nacional de Repositorios Digitales de Argentina, http://repositorios.mincyt.gob.ar/ 
22 Recolecta, http://recolecta.fecyt.es/ 



de-duplication, and inference by (text)mining collected files or metadata; “metadata 
indexing and access” is available via full-text indices (Apache Solr) or graph databases 
(Virtuoso). Based on their functional and non-functional requirements (e.g., scalability, 
efficiency) developers can pick and configure the Services they need and build auto-
mated workflows that carry out arbitrarily long data processing tasks. D-NET also sup-
plements system administrators with tools for autonomic monitoring the consistency 
and quality of workflows [19] and the data resulting from their execution [14].  
 
The Service adopts D-NET to implement the functionalities described in the previous 
section, except for the following, which will be increasingly added to the system over 
time: 
• Data sources are only of type “pull” and “resolution”; 
• The semantics of relationships is limited to the subset of DataCite (i.e., no support 

for multiple vocabularies): references, cites, isSupplementTo, isReferredBy, isCit-
edBy, isSupplementedBy and otherwise mapped onto the unknown value; 

• De-duplication is implemented only at the level of PID equivalence; 
• The information graph is not yet available as LOD. 
 
The reason behind these “limitations” is merely pragmatic. The BETA version of the 
service had to prove its feasibility, in terms of scalability and efficiency, and its bene-
fits, by delivering enough content to drive and inspire real use-cases. In this initial 
phase, this led to the deployment of D-NET aggregation services enabling data curators 
to test the efficient population of the information space by collecting content from het-
erogeneous data sources. Introducing “push” sources, hence the complexity of an FTP 
entry point, was not necessary at this stage; similarly, the adoption of a richer vocabu-
lary, would have only complicated the aggregation process. For the same reason, the 
de-duplication process has been limited to PID equivalence, which is a sub-case of 
property equivalence where only PID and namespace properties are regarded in an iden-
tity match. The introduction of property equivalence by similarity will be introduced 
once the Service will be deployed in production, to likely introduce content quality 
issues to be solved by properly configuring similarity functions and thresholds. Finally, 
LOD export is a problem on its own as it requires the identification of an RDF schema 
that matches fit-for-purpose data model while satisfying LOD cloud integration needs. 
As such, it is the kind of action to be addressed once the Service is in production and a 
stable data model of reference is in place (e.g., output of Scholix initiative).  

 



 
Figure 7 - Data source aggregation workflow. 

The following sections describe how the data source aggregation workflow has been 
implemented in D-NET as part of the Service functionality. 
 
Aggregating content from data sources The system offer administrative user inter-
faces for handling the registration of data provider data sources and configuring/sched-
uling the aggregation of their metadata content. Data sources register to the Service by 
submitting a profile describing their general properties (e.g., name, location, etc.) and 
technical interoperability properties (e.g., data collection APIs, data collection modal-
ity). Each registered data source is associated with an autonomic workflow (see Figure 
7) that, at given time intervals, collects its metadata packages and processes them (har-
monizes them) to generate a corresponding DLI record and then populate the DLI in-
formation space graph: 
• Collection: D-NET includes a Collector Service capable of handling a number of 

standard protocols, such as OAI-PMH and FTP, and proprietary protocols, such as 
specific-service REST APIs, or local file system directories; standard protocols 
expect metadata records to be provided as individual files, while proprietary 



protocols may handle very specific data provision formats, e.g., zip files, CSV, 
HTTP responses, etc. The Collector Service manages a number of plug-ins (to be 
selected in the setting up of aggregation workflows of a data source) and can there-
fore be extended to include custom collection scenarios 

• Metadata building: D-NET includes a Metadata Builder Service capable of medi-
ating between external formats and the internal D-NET XML format for metadata 
records; the service handles files collected by the Collector Service and maps them 
one-to-one or one-to-many into corresponding D-NET metadata records; similarly 
to the Collection Service, the Metadata Builder Service manages a set of plug-ins, 
hence can be extended with new ones to handle custom scenarios, and the proper 
plug-in is to be selected in the setting up of the data source aggregation workflow; 

• Harmonization: D-NET includes a Transformation Service that handles the trans-
formation of a set of D-NET metadata records onto a corresponding set by means 
of transformation rules, expressed in a D-NET transformation language; the rules 
express a mapping from a metadata scheme onto another scheme, both structurally 
and semantically, e.g., conversions between vocabularies and value formats [2].  

 
Data sources can specify whether or not they are also publisher data sources, in order 
to instruct the harmonization on how to assign the proper publishedBy_datasource and 
providedBy_datasource. In the case of provider data sources, such as “aggregators” of 
content (e.g., DataCite), Service curators will introduce specific workflows for the in-
tegration of the publisher data sources “behind” the provider data source (e.g., data 
archives nourishing DataCite. Harmonization mapping for such provider data sources 
will be in charge of identifying for each incoming metadata package the respective 
publisher data source, in order to keep an exhaustive provenance record. 
  
For the generic provider data source, the relative harmonization workflow makes use 
of D-NET’s MetadataStore Service, Transformation Service, and HBASE Service (see 
Figure 7). Initially, metadata packages are cached in their native format (e.g., XML, 
CSV, Excel), then transformed, given a set of transformation rules, from such format 
onto an internal XML format called “DLI” shown in Table 1.   

Table 1 - DLI record structure 

 
DLI_ID: % obtained as <PID_type>::<PID> 
PID 
PIDType: % from a vocabulary doi, PMCID, ncbin, pdb, etc. 
authors  
title 
date  
type: {publication, datasets, unknown} 
provenance* 
 providedBy_datasource 
 publishedBy_datasource 
 provision_mode: {resolved, collected, pushed, system_deduced} 
  ingestion_date 
 completion_status: {incomplete, complete, failed_to_resolve} 
     % incomplete => type, authors, title, and date fields  
  % are empty 
relationship* 
   target_object_type: {publication, dataset, unknown} 



   target_object_title  % to be used as anchor label 
    target_object_PID: 
    target_object_PIDType % doi, PMCID, others 
  target_object_DLI_ID 
  provenance* 
   publishedBy_datasource 
  providedBy_datasource 
     provision_mode: {resolved, collected, pushed, system_de-

duced} 
  completion_status: {incomplete, complete, failed_to_resolve} 
     ingestion_date 
   relationship_completion_status: {incomplete, complete} 
         %  incomplete =>  type and title fields are empty 
     semantics  

  % from DataCite relationships vocabulary or “unknown” 
 

 
The DLI exchange format includes all information described in the data model, but also 
introduces some redundancy in order to become self-explanatory (e.g., enabling inter-
pretation of target objects without necessarily accessing them).  
 
Population of the information space graph Independently from the data source ag-
gregation workflows, at given time intervals a population workflow will transform DLI 
records of all data sources into objects and relationships of the graph, which are en-
coded as rows of an HBASE column store. The choice of HBASE is due to its write-
mode efficiency, since the graph will be often rebuilt from scratch, its scalability, as it 
is expected the graph will grow up to tens of millions of objects, an processing perfor-
mance, needed to implement de-duplication and resolution phases.  

The graph thus built may feature duplicated objects and objects whose comple-
tion_status is “incomplete”.  

Deduplication of the graph is implemented as a sequence of MapReduce jobs, ca-
pable of 1) identifying groups of objects whose DOI, titles, authors and acceptance date 
have a high similarity distance, 2) merge groups of similar objects to produce a repre-
sentative object (i.e., creation of new representative object, virtual deletion of objects 
it merges, update of relationships to provenance data sources to point the representative 
object).  As things stand today, identification of similar objects is only based on equiv-
alence of PIDs. 

Resolution of PIDs is implemented as a Map-only job that finds incomplete objects, 
identifies the respective resolver service based on the object PID namespace, and tries 
to fetch the missing metadata fields. PID namespaces are often derived as default values 
from the provider data source (e.g., Elsevier data source today provides only links from 
publication DOIs and PDBs) and in some cases derived by the PID format. The result 
of such operation, be it successful or not, is tracked by the system and ends up enriching 
the provenance information of the given objects. A resolver is identified by the PID 
namespace it can handle and it is a library that offers a method of the form: resolve(PID, 
PID_type). The Service maintains a registry of resolver libraries, implemented as 
plugins, and exposes APIs for internal use that resolve PIDs of a given PID type by 
identifying the best resolver available. Table 2 lists the resolvers currently in use by the 
service. 
 



Table 2 - Resolvers currently integrated by the Service 

Name Web Site PID type 
ANDS http://www.ands.org.au/ ANDS URLs 
CrossRef http://www.crossref.org/ DOIs 
DataCite https://www.datacite.org/ DOIs 
OpenAIRE http://www.openaire.eu OpenAIRE identifiers 

PubMed 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pub-
med PMC identifiers 

RCSB http://www.rcsb.org/ PDBs 
 
Access to the information space graph. Once the information graph has been re-
freshed, a further workflow will be fired to ensure the graph is “published” according 
to all expected formats and back-ends. The workflow executes a MapReduce job over 
the HBASE graph representation to generate DLI exchange format records (post dupli-
cate identification and object resolution) corresponding to the disambiguated graph, 
i.e., discarding objects and relationships whose status is not “active”.  The resulting 
DLI records as stored in an HDFS file system, which allows an efficient (parallel) read-
ing of the records in order to send them to the different back-ends: Solr Index Service 
serving portal search and browse functionality, OAI-PMH Publisher Service, LOD Ser-
vice, and the ElasticSearch index used to implement the resolution functionality.  To-
day, the status of the expected functionalities is as follows: 

Search and browse access to the graph: the Service provides a web portal 
(http://dliservice.research-infrastructures.eu) for end users to (full-text) search and 
browse relationships between datasets and publications and to visualize statistics on the 
distribution of such relationships (e.g., per data source, per type, etc.); 

Bulk access to the graph: the Service supports OAI-PMH APIs to export the DLI in-
formation space in the shape of DLI records towards interested third-party services 
(http://dliservice.prototype.research-infrastructures.eu/oai) 

Data source resolution: the Service implements workflows capable of aggregating a 
data source willing to benefit from “resolution” functionality; such workflows collect 
object PIDs from a data source and ingest them in the graph with status “intersect”, 
without resolving them. After de-duplication, the workflows identify the set of “inter-
sect” objects for the data source that have been merged with others in the graph, hence 
have inherited links to other objects from equivalent objects in the graph. Such subset 
is then used to construct an OAI-PMH set of DLI XML records exposed via the Service 
APIs, from which third-party services (including the requesting data source) can collect 
the enriched records; 

Resolution of PIDs: The PANGAEA data center team is working to extrapolate the 
current PANGAEA linking service23 into a generally usable linking service that will 
enhance the current Service content provision system. The service will offer PID-

                                                        
23 Elsevier and PANGAEA Take Next Step in Connecting Research Articles to Data, 

http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/elsevier-and-pangaea-take-next-step-in-connect-
ing-research-articles-to-data-99533624.html. See also [7]. 



resolution APIs and be optimized for high-volume read access by science publishers 
and bibliometrics service providers. It will be based on Elasticsearch24, hosted in the 
Amazon EC2 cloud, and will provide linking information and render metadata badges 
that can be embedded into article publisher’s web pages to show linked data sets (see 
[7]). Based on this service, a new section of the DLI portal will display linking statistics 
based on Elasticsearch aggregations using visualization features of Kibana25. The REST 
APIs will accept PIDs and relative PID_Type and return the list of relationships relative 
to the given PID, i.e., one entry for each relationships outgoing the object, as described 
by the format in Table 3. The entries contain minimal information, enough to detect the 
nature of the target object (i.e., publication, dataset, unknown) and display it via user 
interfaces with a title and list of authors.  

Table 3 – Resolution of PIDs: response format 
 
Source_object: <PID_type>::<PID> %PID to be resolved 
Target)object: <Target_object_PID>:<Target_object_PIDType> 
Target_object_title 
Target_object_authors 
Target_object_type: {publication, datasets, unknown} 
 

5 Service operation 

Service operation incudes all the activities needed to grow an up-to-date and high-qual-
ity information graph in order to serve a number of consumers. In the following sec-
tions, the current status of both lines of activities is presented. Finally, the forthcoming 
upgrades of the software in order to meet the overall DLI Service functional require-
ments defined in section 3 will be described. 

5.1 Data curation  

Data curation activities are carried out by administrators in charge of the following 
actions: 
• Registration of data sources: admins set up the relative harmonization rules and, 

for pull data sources, configure the time-schedule of the harvesting and the specific 
access protocol handler.  

• Data sources workflow management: Admins are also in charge of setting up the 
workflows importing the list of publisher data sources that are indirectly providing 
content through a common provider data source (e.g., DataCite). As mentioned 
above, the information (Metadata) relative to such data sources is necessary to gen-
erate complete provenance information for the objects and relationships. 

• Quality control: admins are also in charge of ensuring the quality of the generated 
information space. Controls are implemented via D-NET Monitoring Services 

                                                        
24 Elasticsearch, https://www.elastic.co/products/elasticsearch 
25 Kibana, https://www.elastic.co/products/kibana 



(DataQ [14]), designed to (i) collect observations sent by the D-NET workflow 
engine during the execution of the aggregation workflow steps; and (ii) perform 
controls to verify the consistency of such observations over time. Examples of con-
trols can be: 
o Data source consistency: the number of links collected from a given data 

source should increase over time; 
o Information space consistency: the number of links in the graph should in-

crease when moving from a graph to its new version; 
o Information space access alignment: since the information space is made 

available across different back-ends to support a variety of protocols (OAI-
PMH, REST access, Web portal), when a new graph is generated and casted 
according to different physical representations via MapReduce jobs the system 
must control the alignment of numbers across the back-ends, e.g., the same 
number of links, the same number of publications, the same number of da-
tasets.   

Quality control is currently not active, and its operation is envisaged once the DLI 
service will be deployed as a production system in early 2017.   

 
Currently, the prototype includes relationships and objects from the data sources re-
ported in Table 4. 

Table 4. Objects and relationships contributed by data source at the moment of writing (1 January 
2017). At the time of writing, the Service holds 2.8M objects with 9,8M links between them 
(4,9M bi-directional relationships), out of which 1,4M reach a publication and 7M reach a da-
taset. 

Content provider Contrib-
uted 
links 

Referred 
publica-
tions 

Re-
ferred 
da-
tasets 

Referred un-
known type ob-
jects 

Datasets in 
DataCite 

7,273,251 22,517  798,897  479,463  

OpenAIRE Re-
solver 

0 6,625 0 0 

Cambridge Crys-
tallographic Data 
Centre 

1,067,074 235,480 526,405 442 

IEDA 1,498 398 491 27 
OpenAIRE 17,064 6,625 2,669 479 
IEEE 94 16 47 0 
Elsevier 138,976 7,383 65,849 1 
3TU Datacentrum 432 40 174 137 
Thomson Reuters  48,466 4,206 24,326 8 
PubMed Resolver 0 7,582 0 0 



Australian Na-
tional Data Service 

19,078 473 3,546 2,176 

EuropePMC 1,032,868 102,180 0 406,308 
PANGAEA 894,598  12,603 271,361 33,724 
Mendeley Data 
and published arti-
cles 

36 15 18 0 

DataCite Resolver 0 0 17,907 0 
Springer Nature 60,392 7,363 28,295 14 
RCSB 175,648 44,862 88,702 79 
CrossRef 0 313,462 163 0 
ICPSR 16,120 3,791 1,765 51 

5.2 Real use-case consumers 

Web portal The web portal (see Figure 8) interacts with the Solr full-text index in or-
der to support web users with search, browse, and navigation of objects in the infor-
mation space graph. The portal also allows web users to navigate relationships be-
tween data sources and objects, be them datasets or publications, and between objects 
themselves. 
 

 



Figure 8 - DLI Service Portal 

The portal also plays the function of entry point for general presentation of the ser-
vice, for data source map and statistics (see Figure 9), and for public APIs. 
 

 
Figure 9 - DLI Service: information space statistics 

 
Data source resolution The DLI Service has today one data source registered and in 
the need of data source resolution functionality. The data source is CHORUS26 and 
provides 102,000+ DOIs of publications via OAI-PMH APIs. The Service collected the 
publication DOIs, processed them through the workflows described above, and gener-
ated a corresponding OAI-PMH Set of 2,205 records, relative to CHORUS publication 
with relative links to datasets. 
 
PID resolution for third-party services Even though PID resolution APIs are under 
construction, Scopus is currently exploring direct access to the DLI Service index in 
order to resolve publication DOIs and be able to show to end-users the list of datasets 
related to them. The Library of University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign) has already 
implemented a working prototype of this functionality, today visible at: 
http://search.grainger.illinois.edu/searchaid2/mdfc/dataset.asp?typeofsearch=au-
thor&searcharg=Hunze+S.&OPERATE=GO. 
 
Research Data Switchboard The RD-Switchboard has been described in Section 2.2.  
Integration between the Service and the RD-Switchboard takes is bidirectional: RD-

                                                        
26 CHORUS Advancing Public Access to Research, http://www.chorusaccess.org/ 



Switchboard system instances running world-wide can collect dataset-literature links 
from the DLI Service, providing added value to all the RD-Switchboard adopters; the 
DLI Service can collect dataset-literature links from running instances of RD-
Switchboard, by registering them as provider data sources.  

5.3 Forthcoming actions 

The Service is under continuous development in order to achieve the objectives identi-
fied in the definition of the functional requirements in Section 3. By functional area, 
the following plan has been devised: 
 
Aggregation of data sources.  The prototype will be completed to allow “push” mo-
dality for data sources. In practice, push data sources can deposit on dedicated FTP 
folders, from which DLI aggregation workflows will collect metadata packages.  

Moreover, the “synchronous” push option will be experimented with the 
PANGAEA data center. The Service will offer APIs to allow authorized data sources 
the direct ingestion of DLI metadata records in the information space graph. The action 
will ensure researchers immediate visibility of their depositions at local (community-
recommended) archives to the wider community, via the DLI Service. Records thus 
“injected” will not be subject to de-duplication and resolution until they will be regu-
larly collected from the data source via the respective aggregation workflow. 
 
Population of the information graph. Population of the graph requires more sophis-
ticated de-duplication algorithms, exploring object similarity beyond the equivalence 
of PIDs. D-NET offers de-duplication Services [4] already in use by the OpenAIRE 
infrastructure production system, which will be deployed and configured to adapt to the 
DLI data model and identifying equivalent objects based on properties such as titles, 
author names, and publication year. 
 
Access to the information space graph. Several actions need to be undertaken to fa-
cilitate interoperability with other systems. Exposing content according to LOD is cer-
tainly crucial, in order to exploit at best the integration with the Linked Data cloud and 
enable LOD services to benefit from the DLI graph. The process will follow the meth-
odology adopted by the OpenAIRE infrastructure production system, based on D-NET 
software, which supports MapReduce jobs for parallel reads of the de-duplicated graph 
and parallel writes onto a Virtuoso installation [20]. 

Moreover, the adherence to the Scholix link exchange format is in the plan, in order 
to establish data exchange interactions with the DataCite and CrossRef systems. 
 
Finally, most importantly, by January 2017 the Service will undergo a migration to 
production level and be deployed at ICM data center, over the hardware infrastructure 
of the OpenAIRE infrastructure. The migration will ensure production-level availabil-
ity and reliability of the Service. 



5   Conclusions 

This paper describes the work carried out by the joint ICSU-WDS and RDA Working 
Group “Publishing Data Services” (PDS-WG) that has enjoyed the support of Open-
AIRE, CrossRef, DataCite, ANDS, PANGAEA, Elsevier, and many others. The key 
issue which the WG has addressed is the fragmentation of solutions and practices to 
link research data and the literature. Such links are beneficial for researchers in many 
ways, helping to increase visibility and discoverability of relevant research output, plac-
ing data in context to enable re-use, and supporting credit attribution mechanisms to 
incentivize researchers to share their data in the first place. 

However, the current landscape is very fragmented, with many different organizations 
having knowledge about a small subspace of the “universe” of all links. That means 
that currently we cannot readily construct a full graph of links - and thus we are not 
utilizing to its full potential all the knowledge that exists about how research data and 
the literature are connected. Overcoming this problem of fragmentation, on both a tech-
nical and a social level, is the challenge which the WG has set out to address. 

At the end of its predetermined 18-month lifetime, the main outputs of the WG are two-
fold. First, in a synergic effort with OpenAIRE, the WG has created an open, universal 
Data-Literature Interlinking (DLI) Service that aggregates, harmonizes, completes, and 
offers access to links between the scholarly literature and research data. While devel-
oped as a prototype, the DLI service is fully operational and can be queried to get access 
to a body of almost 9,8 million links aggregated from a variety of sources. 

The technical development path of the DLI service reflects the WG’s principles of 
openness, inclusivity, quality, provenance, and domain-agnosticism – as well as a prag-
matic, “ground-up” approach to develop software in a test-and-learn approach that al-
lows for continuous refinement of the system and the underlying data model. By estab-
lishing this service, the PDS-WG is demonstrating in a direct, hands-on way how the 
current situation of fragmented sets of links can be improved to realize a universal, one-
for-all service architecture with common standards to the benefit of all stakeholders in 
the research data landscape. 
 
The second main output of the WG are the “Scholix” (short for Scholarly Link Ex-
change) framework, which constitute an aspirational vision and a set of practical guide-
lines for a long-term infrastructure to support the sharing, exchange, and aggregation 
of links between research data and the literature. The framework will be reported on in 
more detail elsewhere, but it will be useful to underline in the present context that the 
development of the DLI has been a catalyst in engaging the right stakeholders to for-
mulate such a vision, and served as a sand-box environment to learn more about the 
challenges regarding data acquisition, duplication, and information modeling. Also, the 
DLI Service will be further developed to become an integral part of the envisioned 
Scholix infrastructure. 
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